Correction to “Aryl Hydrocarbon Receptor Regulates Distinct Dioxin-Dependent and Dioxin-Independent Gene Batteries”

In the above article [Tijet N, Boutros PC, Moffat ID, Okey AB, Tuomisto J, and Pohjanvirta R (2006) Mol Pharmacol 69:140-153], because of a copyediting error, Rb was incorrectly spelled out as “rubidium” instead of “retinoblastoma protein.” The affected sentence, on page 149, should read: “The latter class might include E2F motif, in which the AHR can corepress E2F-dependent expression through interactions with retinoblastoma protein (Marlowe et al., 2004).”

The printer regrets this error and apologizes for any confusion or inconvenience it may have caused.